capital roadworks programme 2012/2013
as at 17 august 2012

kerb and channel bitumen widening programme

brandon

munro street - spiller st to evans st to end

home hill

thirteenth avenue - 12th street to 14th a street
fourteenth a street reet - thirteenth ave to fifteenth street
fourteenth avenue - 14th a street to end
fifteenth street - 14th a street to 14th ave
twelfth street - 13th ave to 14th ave

urban upgrades

burke street – reconstruction from edwards street to chippendale street

traffic management

construction of roundabout at the cox/gibson street intersection

footpaths/bikeways

eleventh avenue - construct pathway opposite st colmans catholic primary school
continuation of 2.5m wide dual use path from young street to chippendale street

rural upgrades

old clare road – upgrade intersection with robertson road
rita island road – reconstruction of section from nuttall rd towards ivanhoe rd
groper creek road - reconstruction from darveniza road to old groper creek road
ivory road - bitumen widening to 7.6 m from maidavale road to fiveways road
sayers road - bitumen construction
corica road - bitumen surfacing from sexton road to existing bitumen on existing alignment
airdmillan road - widening from ferguson road to parker road
baker road - completion of bitumen sealing
old home hill road - reconstruct intersection with mcdesme road